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Nurse call systems have evolved.
Today’s nurse call systems provide front-line nurses with critical 

communications capabilities and a pathway to more effectively 

focus their precious time and energy on patient care (rather than 

gadgets). They have also become an invaluable reporting and 

analytics engine, allowing nurse leadership to access real-time 

reporting on workflow, improvement, rounding effectiveness, 

sentinel events, staffing, request detail and more.

The following document was written to help build awareness of 

how nurse call has changed (for the better) and what you need 

to know before evaluating your next system.



Looking back in time, nurse call has primarily been 
viewed as a regulatory requirement, a check box 
that is specified as a low-voltage component of 
an engineering or construction project years in 
advance of its actual deployment. If nursing and 
clinical staff were included, it was often during 
implementation and training (after the decision was 
already made). 

Most often, however, nurses were just “told” to start 
using System-X.

Believe it or not, nurses or clinical staff rarely have had an 
opportunity to choose their nurse call solution. Weird, right?

And nurses can be a demanding group of 
people .... (in a good way, of course).

Fortunately, this is changing! The healthcare industry has seen 

big changes to its revenue model, which is forcing hospitals to 

look at their clinical systems differently, especially the systems 

that impact patient care. Because nurse call impacts workflow 

and efficiencies on the units, nurses are now leading the 

decision making process. 

#1

Nurses Should Buy 
Nurse Call



For the better part of the last 25 
years, nurse call functionality has not 
been specified by clinical leaders. 
While this gets a hospital unit into 
compliance, the clinical benefits 
tend to end there.

#2

Nurse Call Is Better 
When It Is Designed 

by Nurses

Your next nurse call system must be designed by and for clinicians.

These are actual, living & breathing nurses who understand 
first-hand how technology and workflow interconnect to positively 
impact the routines and effectiveness of caregivers in the clinical 
setting. 

Nurses tend to follow the philosophy, “less interruptions lead to 
better outcomes, less frustration leads to happier nurses and a 
heightened focus on patient care (rather than on gadgets) leads to 
higher levels of efficiency.”



Those old tone-&-light legacy nurse call solutions 
were essentially hardwired electrical systems, 
installed by electricians and maintained by a 
hospital’s Facilities Department.

While they were stable solutions for patient calls, 
“flexibility” was not a word that was often used.

#3

Flexibility is King

So, what’s the answer?             So f t wa r e !  A:
The biggest change to come to nurse call is that it is software 
based rather than hardware based. The smarts have shifted to 
core software (although you still have to install cabling, hard-wire 
devices in the rooms, etc.)

Your next nurse call system must be able to easily adapt into 
existing workflows and into any environment. It must be user-
friendly, highly reliable and scalable. And it must be engineered to 
be both rapidly deployed and serviceable over time. 

Q:

1 2Customizable Workflows
Ability to establish workflow 
templates based on each unit’s 
requirements and setting 

Flexible Operational Modes
Ability to chose between unit-
based, direct-to-caregiver, 
centralized or hybrid modes

Today’s hospitals are complicated places! A solution for one particular area 
might create headaches or cost for another. Every unit within a hospital has a 
different measure for clinical effectiveness and efficiency. HECK, every nurse 
has his/her own opinion on what is helpful or not in terms of technology.



Ever heard of HCAHPS?

#4

Reporting is (also) King
Reporting for nurse call has gotten really, really good! 

Detailed analytics empowers administrative and strategic decision-making by 
providing in-depth visibility into clinical workflow patterns, staff efficiency and 
sentinel events at the individual, unit, facility and organizational levels.

Administrators need real-time access 
to data to demonstrate staff and unit 
adherence to policies, established best 
practices, processes, protocols and 
patient satisfaction goals. 

The real value of this detailed reporting is 
the insight it provides into the factors that 
ultimately culminate into HCAHPS scoring, 
the industry standard for measuring 
patient experience. 

Your next nurse call system’s reporting 
engine must be engineered to identify 
and trend the most direct factors 
addressed in HCAHPS surveys: (nurse 
responsiveness, noise at night, pain 
management and the efficiency of patient 
discharge).



An analysis of hospitals using nurse call solutions showed that 
more than 60% of all patient requests don’t require a registered 

nursing resource for fulfillment. 

Treating every call with the exact same response not only 

wastes the time of your RNs, but it also can impact patient 

care. ALSO - Sending a constant stream of non-clinical 

requests to your nurses is not only annoying, but potentially 

risky. Interrupting a nurse engaged in an encounter with a 

patient is not a good thing! 

#5

Not Every Patient 
Request is Critical

60%

Nurses becoming desensitized to calls 
(alarm fatigue) is not a good thing! 

Having a central operator to triage each nurse call request 
based on acuity, condition, need, policy, etc. before sending 

it to a nurse helps to prevent unnecessary interruptions.

...wow!

..here’s an idea



So, what is RTLS is really for then?

#6

RTLS Is Magic... Seriously!

GPS

Real Time Locating Systems get a bad rap. Some see it as big 
brother or as an intrusion into their privacy. However, its use as 
a component of nurse call creates a whole host of wonderful 

benefits for both nurses and administration.

To Dramatically Enhance Reporting
Example 1: A family member complains that the night nurse did not stop by. The Unit 
Coordinator pulls-up the Presence Report in the Nurse Call system for the previous evening 
and can view when the nurse was in the room and for how long.
 
Example 2: A Rounding Compliance Report finds that a particular nurse was running 
behind on her rounding. The Unit Coordinator pulls-up the Presence Report and clearly 
sees that the nurse was working with another patient in another room.

Let’s draw a quick comparison. We all are willing to 
allow our phones to track our location because of the 
benefit and convenience it adds to our lives in the 
form of GPS mapping, finding the closest Starbucks 
(or a bathroom) etc.

To Enable Passive Workflows
When you tie RTLS to nurse call, your caregivers automagically initiate and close nurse call 
events simply by being present in the room. This eliminates the need to manually press 
buttons on patient stations, allowing nurses to more immediately interact with patients 
(rather than gadgets). 

Because the nurse call system monitors the credentials of the staff member tied to a 
particular badge, it automagically determines whether or not a staff member’s presence 
should end the workflow. (ex. Only an RN can fulfill a Pain Med Request).



Nurse call systems have been around for 
a long time. In fact, they used to be bells 
on a string. As they evolved into a low-
voltage, electrical based system, they 
became recognizable for their hardware 
components (faceplates, pull cords, code 
blue switches, pillow speakers, etc.).

#7

Hardware Does Not Matter 
(that much)

Over the years, the devices have 
gotten smarter with programmable 

features, even fancy touch screens.
nurse call 5000

However, as with all hardware-based technologies, software is 
displacing the need for high-end (and expensive) proprietary 
devices by centralizing the “brains of the system” onto virtual 
servers. 

Remember, you still have to install cabling, hard-wire devices in 
the rooms and hallways to be compliant, but the tide is shifting 
away from use of “smart” hardware.



#8

Nurse Call Can 
Substantiate Rounding 

Compliance
Evidence of an effective rounding process should translate to lower 
volume of patient requests coming into the nurse call system. 

BUT, without the data to demonstrate this dynamic, 
nurse leadership is often challenged with 
establishing whether or not their rounding 
practices are really working.

This additional level of detail provides nurse 
leadership with the data to identify and 

address issues with rounding in real-time. 

Detailed reporting on patient requests and fulfillment by unit 
and time of day allows leadership to view call volume and staff 
performance levels. A high volume of common request types (those 
that often show up on hospital surveys), such as pain, bathroom 
needs and position changes is immediately indicative of how well 
your staff is rounding. 



Many legacy nurse call providers began 
as hardware manufacturers. As software 
became more readily available and more 
capable many of these companies opted 
to use 3rd-parties (middlemen) to connect 
to independent communications tools 
like phones and pagers. These 3rd party 
companies became the middleware 
providers of today.

While middleware can help to pass messages between the patient 
and the caregiver, it adds cost at the time of deployment (and 
over time), negatively impacts system performance and creates 
unnecessary administrative hurdles.

#9

Ditch Middleware 
It’ll Make Your Nurse Call 

Better (and less expensive)

may I have
some more
data please?

Most importantly, use of middleware creates data 
silos that orphans details of the workflow in different 
systems. This requires nurse administrators to compile 
reports from multiple software applications in order to 
view an entire workflow. 

Your next nurse call system should offer full 
visibility of the entire workflow; from initial call 
or alert, notification and dispatch of staff, time in 
room, through fulfillment of the request.



#10

Consider Centralizing 
Your Nurse Call

In situations where the request doesn’t go directly to the caregiver, 
why should it matter WHERE that individual is located? Centralizing 
the nurse call “operator” (the person who receives the requests) 
provides a terrific set of benefits to patients, staff and the hospital’s 
bottom line.

When a patient pushes a nurse call button, where does that request go? 

Benefit #1: Better Patient Experience (i.e. HCAHPS)
When the patient (or family member) pushes the nurse call button, a centrally located (and 
friendly) team member answers the call immediately. With the ADT information from the 
room assignment, the team member addresses the patient by name and asks how they can 
be of service. The operator assures the patient that someone is on their way. 

The patient does not care that this individual is located 20 feet away or 200 miles away 
as long as she is getting her needs met. Plus, rather than hearing an overworked unit 
secretary on the other end of the line, the patient is reassured by a calm, competent and 
helpful voice.

Benefit #2: Better Risk Management
Centralizing nurse call response allows hospitals to dedicate well-trained personnel to 
respond to and triage messages between caregivers and patients, reducing call -response 
times and allows hospitals to dispatch resources quickly for critical or time-sensitive 
requests.

Quite often, serious events such as patient falls start out as a something an innocuous as 
the patient needing help getting to the bathroom. By having the call answered the moment 
the patient presses the call button on the pillow speaker, you acknowledge her needs and 
prevent her from taking matters into her own hands (again, hopefully).

Benefit #3: Cost Savings
Simply put, centralized nurse call translates to less servers, less hardware, less training, less 
IT support and less reliance on your overburdened unit-level staff.



Learn more at: www.nursecall.com


